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A B S T R A C T 

Recent observations have revealed remarkable insights into the gas reservoir in the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of galaxy 

haloes. In this paper, we characterize the gas in the vicinity of Milky Way and Andromeda analogues in the HESTIA (High 

resolution Environmental Simulations of The Immediate Area) suite of constrained Local Group (LG) simulations. The HESTIA 

suite comprise of a set of three high-resolution AREPO -based simulations of the LG, run using the Auriga galaxy formation model. 
For this paper, we focus only on the z = 0 simulation data sets and generate mock skymaps along with a power spectrum analysis 
to show that the distributions of ions tracing low-temperature gas (H I and Si III ) are more clumpy in comparison to warmer 
gas tracers (O VI , O VII , and O VIII ). We compare to the spectroscopic CGM observations of M31 and low-redshift galaxies. 
HESTIA underproduces the column densities of the M31 observations, but the simulations are consistent with the observations of 
low-redshift galaxies. A possible explanation for these findings is that the spectroscopic observations of M31 are contaminated 

by gas residing in the CGM of the Milky Way. 

Key w ords: softw are: data analysis – software: simulations – Galaxy: evolution – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: Local Group. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ur understanding of the tenuous gas reservoir surrounding galaxies, 
etter known as the circumgalactic medium (CGM), has dramatically 
mpro v ed since its first detection, back in the 1950s (Spitzer 1956 ;
 ̈unch & Zirin 1961 ; Bahcall & Spitzer 1969 ). The CGM is a site

hrough which pristine, cold intergalactic medium (IGM) gas passes 
n its way into the galaxy and it is also the site where metal-enriched
as from the interstellar medium (ISM) gets dumped via outflows 
nd winds (Angl ́es-Alc ́azar et al. 2017 ; Suresh et al. 2019 ). CGM gas
s often extremely challenging to detect in emission due to its low-
olumn densities. Therefore, most of our knowledge about its nature 
tems from absorption line studies (Werk et al. 2014 ; Tumlinson, 
 E-mail: damle@uni-potsdam.de 
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eeples & Werk 2017 ) of quasar sightlines passing through the CGM
f foreground galaxies. 
Observational data sets from instruments like Far Ultraviolet 

pectroscopic Explorer (FUSE; see Moos et al. 2000 ; Savage et al.
000 ; Sembach et al. 2000 ), Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
 HST -STIS; see Kimble et al. 1998 ; Woodgate et al. 1998 ) and
osmic Origins Spectrograph ( HST -COS; see Froning & Green 
009 ; Green et al. 2011 ) ha ve rev olutionized our understanding of not
ust the MW CGM but the CGMs of other galaxies as well (Richter
t al. 2001 ; Lehner et al. 2012 ; Herenz et al. 2013 ; Tumlinson et al.
013 ; Werk et al. 2013 ; Fox et al. 2014 ; Werk et al. 2014 ; Richter
t al. 2017 ). 

Numerous studies through the last decade involving quasar ab- 
orption line studies of various low and intermediate ions tracing 
 substantial range in temperatures and densities have revealed 
he complex, multiphase structure of the CGM (Nielsen et al. 
013 ; Tumlinson et al. 2013 ; Bordoloi et al. 2014 ; Richter et al.
016 ; Lehner et al. 2018 ). Lehner et al. ( 2020 ) have gone a step
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head in quasar absorption line studies by obtaining multi-ion deep
bserv ations of se veral sightlines heterogeneously piercing the CGM
f a single galaxy (M31). 
Recent studies conclude that a significant percentage of galactic

aryons could lie in the warm–hot virialized gas phase (Peeples
t al. 2014 ; Tumlinson et al. 2017 ), increasingly emphasizing the
mportance of high ions in describing the CGM mass budget
Tumlinson et al. 2017 ). O VI , which is an important tracer of the
arm–hot CGM ( T ∼ 10 5.5 K), has been detected in gas reservoirs

round star-forming galaxies in Far UV (Tumlinson et al. 2011 ).
ven hotter CGM gas, traced primarily by O VII and O VIII , has been
etected around galaxies in X-ray studies (Das et al. 2019b ; Das
t al. 2020 ). Apart from these high ions, Coronal Broad Lyman alpha
bsorbers could also contribute towards constituting the hot CGM
Richter 2020 ). 

Significant progress is also being made via systematic CGM
tudies targeting diverse galaxy samples which provide insightful
iews into the synergy between the CGM and the evolution of its host
alaxy. The presence of warm gas clouds around late-type galaxies at
ow redshift (Stocke et al. 2013 ), the impact of starbursts (Borthakur
t al. 2013 ) and AGN (Berg et al. 2018 ), evidence of a bimodal
etallicity distribution in the form of metal-poor pristine and metal-

ich recycled gas streams (Lehner et al. 2013 ) have given us a peek
nto the interplay between the CGM and its parent galaxy. The theory
f galactic winds injecting metal-rich gas from the ISM out to the
GM (Ford et al. 2013 ; Hummels et al. 2013 ) is now being supported
y observational evidence (Rupke et al. 2019 ). 
Despite all the advancements in the past few years, limited

ightline observations and our technological inability to probe
ubstantially lower column densities in the CGM of other galaxies
ndicate that we cannot yet fully rely solely on these studies to give
s a complete picture of the workings of the CGM (Tumlinson et al.
017 ). Therefore, studying the MW and the LG CGM (which will
l w ays have better CGM data sets as compared to those for non-LG
alaxies) assumes a great importance in this context. 

High-velocity warm O VI gas has been observed extensively
round the MW (Savage et al. 2003 ; Sembach et al. 2003 ; Wakker
t al. 2003 ). HST UV spectra of a list of low and intermediate ions
ave further helped us track the expanse of high-velocity clouds
HVCs) around our Galaxy (Lehner et al. 2012 ; Herenz et al. 2013 ).
 low-velocity cool-ionized CGM component has also been detected

ecently around the MW (Zheng et al. 2019 ; Bish et al. 2021 ).
dditionally, a long hypothesized hot diffuse galactic gas phase

Gupta et al. 2012 ) has been observed using the highly ionized O VII

nd O VIII ions (Miller & Bregman 2015 ; Das et al. 2019a ). While the
bservations of the Galaxy’s CGM certainly provide us with more
ightlines and enable us to detect slightly lower column densities
s compared to other galaxies’ CGMs, galactic CGM observations
re fraught with a greater possibility of contamination from sources
ying in the line-of-sight of our observations, thereby masking the
rue nature of our Galaxy’s CGM. 

With the advent of the abo v e observations, complementary studies
ith regards to the CGMs around the galaxies, generated using

osmological galaxy formation simulations, started gaining mo-
entum (Vogelsberger et al. 2020 ). Cosmological simulations, in

eneral, have been extremely successful in replicating many pivotal
bservational properties central to the current galaxy formation
nd evolution model (Vogelsberger et al. 2014a , b ). These include
alaxy morphologies (Ceverino, Dekel & Bournaud 2010 ; Aumer
t al. 2013 ; Marinacci, Pakmor & Springel 2014 ; Somerville &
av ́e 2015 ; Grand et al. 2017 ), galaxy scaling relations (Booth &
chaye 2009 ; Angulo et al. 2012 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2013 ), M ∗–M halo 
NRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
elationship (Behroozi, Conroy & Wechsler 2010 ; Moster, Naab &
hite 2013 ), and star formation in galaxies (Behroozi, Wechsler
 Conroy 2013 ; Agertz & Kravtsov 2015 ; Furlong et al. 2015 ;
parre et al. 2015, 2017 ; Donnari et al. 2019 ). Like observations,
osmological simulations provide different approaches to quantify
he typical baryon and metal budgets of galaxies (Ford et al. 2014 ;
chaye et al. 2015 ; Suresh et al. 2016 ; Hani et al. 2019 ; Tuominen
t al. 2021 ). The y rev eal how the motions of gas manifests itself in
arious forms like inflow streams from the IGM, or replenished
utflows from the galaxy out to its CGM, or stellar winds or
upernovae and AGN feedback (Nelson et al. 2019 ; Appleby et al.
021 ; Wright et al. 2021 ). 
Given that the computational studies of the CGM have provided

n enormous insight into the evolution of galaxies, it is worthwhile to
ook back to our local environment, i.e. the Local Group (LG). Apart
rom tracking the formation history of MW–M31 (Hammer et al.
013 ; Ibata et al. 2013 ; Scannapieco et al. 2015 ) and the accretion
istories of MW-like galaxies (Nuza et al. 2019 ), our LG, o v er the
ast decade, has pro v ed to be an ideal site for studies involving
 CDM model tests (Klypin et al. 1999 ; Wetzel et al. 2016 ; Lo v ell

t al. 2017 ), dwarf galaxy formation and evolution (Tolstoy, Hill
 Tosi 2009 ; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014 ; P a wlowski, Ibata &
ullock 2017 ; Samuel et al. 2020 ), effects of environment on star

ormation histories of MW-like galaxies (Creasey et al. 2015 ), local
niverse re-ionization (Ocvirk et al. 2020 ), and the cosmic web

Nuza et al. 2014 ; Forero-Romero & Gonz ́alez 2015 ; Metuki et al.
015 ). Observational constraints of the Local Univ erse hav e resulted
n an emergence of constrained simulations, where the large-scale
tructure resembles the observations (Nuza, Dolag & Saro 2010 ;
nebe et al. 2011 ; Libeskind et al. 2011 ; Di Cintio et al. 2013 ; Nuza

t al. 2013 ). It is also worthwhile to note that such LG constrained
imulations might be the set-ups best equipped to separate out any
ources of possible contamination towards the MW CGM. 

A simulation of a Milky-Way-like galaxy in a constrained en-
ironment was done by the CLUES (Constrained Local UniversE
imulations) project (Gottl ̈ober, Hoffman & Yepes 2010 ), which
ere one of the first cosmological simulations to include a realistic

ocal environment within the large-scale LG structure. Nuza et al.
 2014 ) carried out a study on the z = 0 gas distribution around

W and M31 in the CLUES simulation to characterize the effect of
osmography on the LG CGM. They analysed the cold and hot gas
hases, computed their masses and accretion/ejection rates, and later
ompared their results with the absorption-line observations from
ichter et al. ( 2017 ). 
We build upon the approach adopted in Nuza et al. ( 2014 ) by

nalysing the constrained LG simulations, HESTIA (Libeskind et al.
020 ), which in comparison to the original CLUES simulations have
etter constrained initial conditions. In HESTIA we, furthermore, use
he Aurig a g alaxy formation model (Grand et al. 2017 ), which pro-
uces realistic Milky-Way-mass disc galaxies. In comparison to the
revious CLUES simulations, we carry out a more e xtensiv e analysis
o predict column densities of a range of tracer ions (H I , Si III , O VI ,
 VII , and O VIII ) selected to gi ve a complete vie w of the v arious gas
hases in and around the galaxies. This helps us, for example, with
he interpretation of absorption studies of the LG CGM gas. 

The aim of this paper is to provide predictions for absorption-
ine observations of the gas in the LG. We achieve this by studying
he gas around LG galaxies in the state-of-the-art constrained mag-
etohydrodynamical (MHD) simulations, HESTIA (High resolution
nvironmental Simulations of The Immediate Area). The compari-
on between HESTIA and some of the recent observations makes it
ossible to constrain the galaxy formation models of our simulations.
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This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the analysis 
ools and the simulation. We present our results in Section 3 , which
nclude Mollweide projection maps (Section 3.1 ), power spectra 
Section 3.3 ), and radial column density profiles (Section 3.4 ). 

e compare our results with some of the recent observations and 
ther simulations in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 . Further, we discuss the
mplications of our results in the context of current theories about 
GM and galaxy formation and evolution in Section 4 . We also
nalyse the possibility of MW’s CGM gas interfering with M31’s 
GM observations in Section 4.1 . Finally, we sum up our conclusions 
nd provide a quick note about certain caveats and ideas to be
mplemented in future projects (Section 5 ). 

 M E T H O D S  

e use three high resolution realizations from the HESTIA suite, 
 set of intermediate and high resolution cosmological magneto- 
ydrodynamical constrained simulations of the LG, analysed only at 
he present time ( z = 0). The HESTIA project is a part of the larger
LUES collaboration (Gottl ̈ober et al. 2010 ; Libeskind et al. 2010 ;
orce et al. 2015 ; Carlesi et al. 2016 ), whose principal aim is to
enerate constrained simulations of the local Universe in order to 
atch the mock observational outputs with real observations from 

ur galactic neighbourhood. 
The following subsection summarizes the technical specifications 

f these simulations. A more e xtensiv e description of the simulations
an be found in the official HESTIA release paper (Libeskind et al.
020 ). 

.1 Simulations 

.1.1 Initial conditions 

he small-scale initial conditions are obtained from a sampling of 
he peculiar velocity field. The CosmicFlows-2 catalogue (Tully et al. 
013 ), used to derive peculiar velocities, provides constraints up to 
istances farther than that was available for the predecessor CLUES 

imulation. Rev erse Zel’do vich technique (Doumler et al. 2013 ) 
andles the cosmic displacement field better, hence offering smaller 
tructure shifts. A new technique, bias minimization scheme (Sorce 
015 ), has been employed for HESTIA simulations to ensure that the
G characteristic objects (e.g. Virgo cluster) have proper mass. The 
bo v e mentioned new elements (see Sorce et al. 2015 for further de-
ails) in conjunction with the earlier aspects of constrained realization 
Hoffman & Ribak 1991 ) and Wiener Filter (Sorce et al. 2013 ) offer
ESTIA a clear edge o v er the previous generation CLUES simulations. 
Low-resolution, constrained, dark-matter only simulations are the 

elds from which halo pairs resembling our LG were picked up for
ntermediate and high-resolution runs. Note that only the highest 
esolution realizations (those labelled 09–18, 17–11, and 37–11) are 
sed for our analysis in this paper. The first and second numbers in the
imulation nomenclature represent the seed for long and short waves, 
espectively, both of which together constitute to the construction of 
he initial conditions. Two o v erlapping 2.5 h −1 Mpc spheres centred
n the two largest z = 0 LG members (MW and M31) represent
he ef fecti ve high-resolution fields which are populated with 8192 3 

f fecti ve particles. The mass resolution for the DM particles (gas
ells) in the high-resolution simulations is 1.5 × 10 5 M � (2.2 × 10 4 

 �), while the softening length ( ε) for the DM is 220 pc. 
While the entire process of selecting cosmographically correct 

alo pairs involves handpicking MW–M31 candidates with certain 
riteria (halo mass, separation, isolation) that lie within the cor- 
esponding observational constraints, there are yet a few other bulk 
arameters ( M ∗ versus M halo , circular velocity profile) and dynamical
roperties (total relative velocities) which are organically found to 
gree well with observations (Guo et al. 2010 ; Van der Marel et al.
012 ; McLeod et al. 2017 ). 

.1.2 Galaxy formation model 

he moving-mesh magneto-hydrodynamic code, AREPO (Springel 
010 ; Pakmor et al. 2016 ), has been employed for the higher
esolution runs. AREPO , which is based on a quasi-Lagrangian 
pproach, uses an underlying Voronoi mesh (in order to solve the
deal MHD equations) that is allowed to mo v e along the fluid flow,
hus seamlessly combining both Lagrangian as well as Eulerian 
eatures in a single cosmological simulation. The code follows the 
volution of magnetic fields with the ideal MHD approximation 
Pakmor, Bauer & Springel 2011 ; Pakmor & Springel 2013 ) that has
een shown to reproduce several observed properties of magnetic 
elds in galaxies (Pakmor et al. 2017 , 2018 ) and the CGM (Pakmor
t al. 2020 ). Cells are split (i.e. refined) or merged (i.e. de-refined)
henever the mass of a particular mesh cell varies by more than a

actor of two from the target mass resolution. 
We adopt the Auriga galaxy formation model (Grand et al. 2017 ).
 two-phase model is used to describe the interstellar medium 

ISM), wherein a fraction of cold gas and a hot ambient phase
s assigned to each star-forming gas cell (Springel & Hernquist 
003 ). This two-phase model is enabled for gas denser than the star
ormation threshold (0.13 cm 

−3 ). Energy is transferred between the 
wo phases by radiative cooling and supernova evaporation, and the 
as is assumed to be in pressure equilibrium following an ef fecti ve
quation of state (similar to fig. 4 in Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist
005 ). Stellar population particles are formed stochastically from 

tar-forming cells. Black holes (BH) formation and their subsequent 
eedback contributions are also included in the Auriga framework. 

agnetic fields are included as uniform seed fields at the beginning
f the simulation runs ( z = 127) with a comoving field strength of
0 −14 G, which are amplified by an efficient turbulent dynamo at
igh redshifts (Pakmor et al. 2017 ). Gas cooling via primordial and
etal cooling (Vogelsberger et al. 2013 ) and a spatially uniform UV

ackground (Faucher-Gigu ̀ere et al. 2009 ) are included. Our galaxy
ormation model produces a magnetized CGM with a magnetic 
nergy, which is an order of magnitude below the equipartition 
alue for the thermal and turbulent energy density (Pakmor et al.
020 ). 
In our galaxy formation model, the CGM experiences heating 

rimarily from sources such as SNe Type II, AGN feedback (see
g. 17 in Grand et al. 2017 ), stellar winds and time-dependent
patially uniform UV background. Stellar and AGN feedback are 
specially important since they heat and deposit a substantial amount 
f metals as well as some baryonic material into the CGM (Bogd ́an
t al. 2013 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2013 ). 

We do not include extra-planar type Ia SNe or runaway type II SNe. 
e expect the uncertainty due to not including these in our physics
odel to be extremely small with respect to that due to treating the

SM with an ef fecti v e equation of state (see for e xample fig. 10 in
arinacci et al. 2019 ). 
Quasar mode feedback is known to suppress star formation in the

nner disc of galaxies (particularly rele v ant at early times), while
he radio mode feedback is known to control the ability of halo gas
o cool down efficiently at late times (hence relevant in the context
f this study). In general, radio mode feedback is instrumental in
eeping the halo gas hot, which in turn results in lesser cool gas in
MNRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
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M

Table 1. Properties of MW and M31 analogues at z = 0 for the three LG HESTIA simulations. The simulations are referred to as 09–18, 17–11 and 37–11, 
following the nomenclature used in Libeskind et al. 2020 (see also Section 2.1.1 ). We show the LG distance (defined as the distance of a galaxy from the 
geometric centre of the line that connects MW and M31), the mass in stars and gas bound to each galaxy, and R 200 and M 200 of each galaxy. SFR is the star 
formation rate for all the gas cells within twice the stellar half mass radius. Z SFR / Z � is the SFR-weighted gas metallicity, normalized with respect to the solar 
metallicity. We also list the observational estimates for MW from Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard ( 2016 ) as well as that for M31. The observational estimate for 
R 200 of the MW is calculated as R 200 = 1.3 × R vir (following Van der Marel et al. 2012 ) from the R vir value for MW given in Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 
( 2016 ). 

09–18 17–11 37–11 Obs. estimates for MW Obs. estimates for M31 
MW M31 MW M31 MW M31 (from Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016 ) 

LG distance (kpc) 433.19 433.19 338.01 338.01 425.29 425.29 – –
log M ∗ (M �) 10.91 11.11 11.06 11.08 10.77 10.72 10.69 ± 0.088 10.84–11.10 1 

log M gas (M �) 11.08 11.20 10.92 11.21 10.76 10.87 10.92 ± 0.067 9.78 2 

log M 200 (M �) 12.29 12.33 12.30 12.36 12.00 12.013 12.05 ± 0.096 12.10 3 

R 200 (kpc) 262.54 270.40 264.48 277.46 211.25 212.81 216.93 ± 23.075 230 3 

log M BH (M �) 8.1314 8.277 7.7362 8.1838 7.7787 7.5840 6.6232 ± 0.02 8.15 4 

SFR (M � yr −1 ) 9.476 3.757 3.600 4.754 1.193 2.337 1.650 ± 0.19 0.25–1.0 5 

M ∗/SFR (Gyr) 8.577 34.29 31.89 25.29 49.36 22.46 – –
Z SFR / Z � 3.26 3.04 3.55 3.05 3.26 3.31 – –

Notes. 1 Sick et al. ( 2015 ), Rahmani, Lianou & Barmby ( 2016 ) 
2 Yin et al. ( 2009 ) 
3 Lehner et al. ( 2020 ) 
4 Schiavi, Riccardo et al. ( 2020 ) 
5 W illiams ( 2003 ), W illiams ( 2003 ), Barmby et al. ( 2006 ), Tabatabaei & Berkhuijsen ( 2010 ), Ford et al. ( 2013 ), Lewis et al. ( 2015 ), Rahmani et al. ( 2016 ), 
Boardman et al. ( 2020 ) 
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1 At a speculative node, it is possible that a too high SFR could be compensated 
by too high AGN feedback, and this would result in a stellar mass consistent 
with observations but at the same time a too massive BH mass. Addressing 
such a hypothesis would require running additional simulations which is 
beyond the scope of this paper. 
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he CGM (see fig. 17 from Grand et al. 2017 ; also fig. 9 from Irodotou
t al. 2021 ). Hani et al. 2019 studied the effect of AGN feedback on
he ionization structure within the CGM of a sample of MW-like
alaxies from the Auriga simulations. On the whole, they concluded
hat in comparison to the galaxies without any AGN feedback, the
GMs of galaxies with an AGN feedback exhibited lesser column
ensities for low and intermediate ions, while the column densities
or high ions remained largely unchanged. While the presence of an
onizing AGN radiation field in the CGM is responsible for slightly
educed abundances of low ions, the abundances of high ions like
 VI mainly arise from the halo virial temperatures and are hence,

argely unaffected by the AGN feedback effects. 
We use the SUBFIND halo finder (Springel et al. 2001 ; Dolag et al.

009 ; Springel et al. 2021 ) to identify galaxies and galaxy groups
n our analysis. When the simulations were run, black holes were
eeded in haloes identified by SUBFIND . 

Our simulations and analysis consistently use the Planck 2014
est-fitting cosmological parameters (Planck Collaboration XVI
014 ), which have the following values: H 0 = 100 h km s −1 Mpc −1 ,
here h = 0.677, σ 8 = 0.83, �� 

= 0.682, �M 

= 0.270, and �b =
.048. 

.1.3 Global properties of the HESTIA analogues 

able 1 lists key properties for the three realizations of the MW–M31
nalogues, which we consider in this paper. We define R 200 as the
adius within which the spherically averaged density is 200 times
he critical density of the Universe. M 200 is the total mass within
 200 . The o v erall M 200 , M ∗, M gas and R 200 values for our MW–
31 analogues are broadly consistent with typical observational

stimates (see fig. 7 in Libeskind et al. 2020 ; see also Yin et al. 2009 ;
land-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016 ). Among the two most massive
alaxies in each of our LG simulations, the galaxy with a larger
alue of M 200 is identified as M31, while the other galaxy is identified
s MW. 

The HESTIA MW analogues re veal M BH v alues an order of magni-
ude larger than that stated in the observations of Bland-Hawthorn &
NRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
erhard ( 2016 ). This does not, ho we ver, necessarily mean that the
GN feedback has been too strong during the simulations, because
e see realistic MW stellar masses at z = 0. For the CGM, which we

tudy e xtensiv ely in this paper, the o v erestimated MW BH masses
herefore do not necessarily indicate too strong AGN feedback. We
lso note that our MW analogues are still consistent with MW-mass
alaxies (see fig. 5 of Sa v orgnan et al. 2016 ). 

Similarly, the SFR at z = 0 is also comparable to or larger than
bserved. We note that the SFR of M31 is larger by a factor of a few
n HESTIA in comparison to observations. The generation of winds is
losely tied to the SFR in our simulations, so it is possible that the
ole of outflows is o v erestimated by HESTIA in comparison to the z =
 observations of M31. Integrated over the lifetime of the galaxies,
ESTIA does, ho we ver, produce realistic stellar masses at z = 0. 1 

e therefore do not regard the discrepancy between the z = 0 SFR
s more problematic than the uncertainty already in place by using
n ef fecti v e model of winds, or, for e xample, by the simulated M31
alaxies having different merger histories or disc orientations than the
eal M31. In comparison to the SFR values from Bland-Hawthorn
 Gerhard 2016 , other observational studies report slightly larger
FR values for MW (1–3 M � yr −1 , 3–6 M � yr −1 , 1–3 M � yr −1 ,
.9 ± 0.4 M � yr −1 : McKee & Williams 1997 ; Boissier & Prantzos
999 ; Wakker et al. 2007 , 2008 ; Chomiuk & Povich 2011 ), but these
re ne vertheless lo wer than the HESTIA values. We also notice that the
W analogue in the 09–18 simulation exhibits a substantially higher

FR than others. Ho we ver, all M ∗/SFR v alues (except those for the
W analogue in 09–18 simulation) for our sample are still well
ithin the observational constraints of normal star-forming galaxies
ith masses comparable to the MW and M31 (see fig. 8 in Speagle

t al. 2014 ). Thus, o v erall, the HESTIA galaxies seem to be slightly
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Table 2. For the ions considered in our ionization analysis, we list the wavelength of the strongest tracer ion transitions, 
the ionization energy, characteristic temperature and characteristic density (we quote the ionization energy values from 

Edl ́en 1979 ; Martin & Zalubas 1983 ; Johnson & Soff 1985 ; Drake 1988 ; Jentschura et al. 2005 – obtained from the NIST 

Data base; remaining values are quoted from the supplemental fig. 4 in Tumlinson et al. 2017 ). Ionization energy is the 
energy required to ionize a species into its corresponding higher ion state (in this case, each of the five ions included in 
our analysis). Our ionization modelling is carried out with CLOUDY v17. 

Ion Wavelength ( Å) Ioniz. energy (eV) log ( T /K) log ( n H /cm 

−3 ) 

H I 1216 .00 13 .6 4.0–4.5 ∼2.0 
Si III 1206 .00 33 .5 < 5.0 −2.5 
O VI 1031 .00 138 .12 5.5 −4.5 
O VII 21 .00 739 .29 5.9 −5.0 
O VIII 18 .96 871 .41 6.4 −5.5 
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ore star-forming in comparison to the observations but this does 
ot induce larger uncertainties in our analysis than already present 
ue to multiple other factors which we highlighted earlier. 
We also note that the SFR-averaged gas metallicity is consistent 

ith the M31 measurement in Sanders et al. ( 2012 ). 

.2 Analysis 

n this section, we describe the methodology adopted in order to 
ompute the ion fractions in the CGM, underlying assumptions, their 
ossible effects on the interpretation of our results and the process
f creating Mollweide maps from the computed ion fractions. We 
ake use of the photo-ionization code CLOUDY to obtain ionization 

ractions for the tracer ions H I , Si III , O VI , O VII , and O VIII , and we
enerate Mollweide projection maps using the HEALPY package to 
reate mock observations. 

.2.1 Ionization modelling with CLOUDY 

wo principal ionization processes in the CGM and IGM are 
ollisional ionization and photo-ionization (Bergeron & Stasinska 
986 ; Prochaska et al. 2004 ; Turner et al. 2015 ). An equilibrium
cenario is generally assumed in both these processes thus resulting 
n a collisional ionization equilibrium (CIE) and a photo-ionization 
quilibrium (PIE). 

Such a bi-modal attempt in the ionization modelling has to date 
ro v ed to be sufficient to well explain the co-habitation of both
igh and low ions in different phases at the same time within a
ommon astrophysical gas environment. Generally, high ions (e.g. 
 VII , O VIII , Ne VIII , Mg X ) are found to be better modelled via
IE, while the low and intermediate ions (e.g. Fe II , N I , S II ) lend

hemselves better to PIE, owing to the temperatures in the various gas
hases and the strength and shape of the UV background field. CIE,
hich assumes that the ionization is mainly carried by electrons, can 
e well characterized (Richter, Paerels & Kaastra 2008 ) using the 
elation, 

 H I ,coll = 

αH ( T ) 

βH ( T ) 
, (1) 

here f H I ,coll is the neutral hydrogen fraction in CIE, αH ( T ) is the
emperature-dependent recombination rate of hydrogen and βH ( T ) 
s the collisional ionization coefficient, both for hydrogen. 

PIE, on the other hand, assumes photons to be the primary 
erpetrators and can be better described (Richter et al. 2008 ) as, 

 H I ,photo = 

n e αH ( T ) 

	 

, (2) 

H I 
here f H I ,photo is the neutral hydrogen fraction in PIE, n e is the
lectron density, and 	 H I is the photo-ionization rate. 

We determine the ionization fractions using the CLOUDY code 
version C17; Ferland et al. 2017 ), which is designed to model
hoto-ionization and photo-dissociation processes by including 
 wide combination of temperature–density phases for a list of 
lements, in order to simulate complex astrophysical environments 
ealistically and produce mock parameters and outputs. The 
emperature of each AREPO gas cell is given as input to CLOUDY

in practice, we use lookup tables to speed up the calculation, see
elow), which determines the ionization state in post-processing. 
or the star-forming gas cell we directly set all atoms to be neutral,
ecause most of the mass is in the cold phase. 
We include both CIE and PIE in the modelling code. The

V background from Faucher-Gigu ̀ere et al. ( 2009 ) is used. Self-
hielding prescriptions, in particular for H I gas in denser regions,
re adopted from Rahmati et al. ( 2013 ). We do not include AGN
ontinuum radiation for the sake of simplicity. While excluding the 
GN radiation might affect the ion fractions in regions close to the
alaxy (e.g. ISM), it is much less likely to have any dominant impact
n the CGM. Our CLOUDY modelling is identical to that introduced
n Hani et al. ( 2018 ), with the only difference that we use a finer
esolution grid for the output tables. In our analysis, we impose a
etallicity floor of 10 −4.5 Z � to a v oid metallicity values lower than

hose present in our CLOUDY tables. Note that we do not include
hoto-ionization from stars or AGN in this work. 
For this paper, we focus on the five tracer ions listed in Table 2

or which we generate mock observables; two of which are largely
epresentative of the cold and cool-ionized ( T ∼ 10 4 −10 5 K) gas
H I and Si III ) and the three ions representative of the warm–hot ( T
 10 5.5 K) gas (O VI , O VII , and O VIII ). These fiv e ions hav e a host

f robust corresponding observational CGM data as well (e.g. Liang 
 Chen 2014 ; Werk et al. 2014 ; Johnson, Chen & Mulchaey 2015 ;
ichter et al. 2016 , 2017 ; Lehner et al. 2020 ). 
Si III may also be produced by photoionization at a much lower

emperature than 10 5 K. Ho we ver, neither does our ionization model-
ng include photoionization from stars nor is it optimal in describing
as colder than 10 4 K. Therefore, this remains an uncertainty in our
onization modelling. 

The o v erall ion abundances are naturally depending on the gas
etallicity distribution in HESTIA . In Appendix A we therefore derive

adial gas metallicity profiles for the simulated MW and M31 galaxies
see Fig. A1 ). We conclude that the disc gas metallicity in HESTIA

s up to 3 times higher than realistic MW- and M31-mass galaxies
Sanders et al. 2012 ; Torrey et al. 2014 ). The gas metallicity profile
f the CGM of MW and M31 is not well constrained observationally,
ut we speculate the HESTIA might as well have a slightly too high
MNRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
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as metallicity there. We will keep this in mind when comparing our
imulations to observations (see Section 3.5.3 ). 

.2.2 Generation of skymaps 

he analysis in this paper e xtensiv ely uses skymaps showing the
olumn density distribution of the different ions. To define the
nit vectors characterizing each sightline, we use the Mollweide
rojection functionality from the HEALPY package (Zonca et al.
019 ), associated to the HEALPIX -scheme (G ́orski et al. 2005 ). Each
EALPIX sphere consists of a set of pixels (12 pixels in three rings

round the poles and equator) that give rise to a base resolution . The
rid resolution, N side , denotes the number of divisions along the side
f each base-resolution pixel. The total number of equal-area ( �pix )
ixels, N pix , can be expressed as, N pix = 12 N 

2 
side . The area of each

ixel is, �pix = π/ (3 N 

2 
side ) and the angular resolution per pixel is,

 pix = �1 / 2 
pix . We select N side = 40 for all the Mollweide projection

lots in this paper. This yields the total number of pixels (which
e hereafter refer to as sightlines ) N pix = 19 200, and an angular

esolution 
 pix = 1.46 ◦. 
Each sightline starts in ( x , y , z) = (0, 0, 0) (we shift our coordinates

o our desired origin; see Section 3 for further discussion) and ends
00 kpc away in the direction of the unit vector defined by the
EALPix-pixel. A sightline is binned into 50 000 evenly spaced
ridpoints, so we get a grid-size of 14 pc. At each gridpoint we set
he ion density equal to the value of the nearest gas cell (we use the
CIPY -function, KDTree, to determine the nearest neighbour). The
rojected ion column density for a sightline is then calculated by
umming the respective ion number densities o v er the grid-points
onstituting a sightline. 

 RESU LTS  

.1 Skymaps 

e create skymaps centred on the geometric centre of the LG, which
e define to be the mid-point between MW and M31. Based on such

kymaps we will later compute projected column density profiles of
31 (see Section 3.4 ), which makes it possible to directly compare

ur simulations to observations. A similar frame-of-reference also
ro v ed useful for Nuza et al. ( 2014 ), though they used it to obtain
lots for studying the entire LG but did not produce whole skymaps
rom this point. 

Fig. 1 shows Mollweide projections of the skymaps for each of the
ve ions – H I , Si III , O VI , O VII , and O VIII – for each LG realization
Table 1 ). All ions reveal an overdensity centred on the MW and M31.
n this order, the ions trace gradually warmer gas, and it is therefore
ot surprising that we see a gradually more diffuse distribution in the
rojection maps. H I and Si III are much more centred on the inner
arts of the haloes in comparison to O VI , O VII , and O VIII , the latter
lling the space all the way out to R 200 (and even beyond). R 200 is
hown as dashed circles around MW and M31 – note that a circle in
 Mollweide projection appears deformed. 

We see that all dense gas blobs with N H I > 10 20 cm 

−2 are associated
ith regions overlapping with the galaxies from our catalogue (see
ppendix B ). It fits well with the expectation that such high column
ensities are typically associated with the ISM of galaxies. The CGM
egions of the MW and M31 analogues show a rich structure of
 I -features. In 09–18, the M31 analogue, for e xample, rev eals a
i-conical structure, characteristic of galaxy outflows. Many of the
xtended diffuse gas streams (particularly in Si III , but also in H I )
o far beyond the haloes of the MW and M31 analogues. We see
NRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
arying distributions of Si III gas across the three simulations in
orresponding skymaps. While the 17–11 and 09–18 simulations
how an excess of higher column density, clumpy Si III , 37–11 shows
n excess of lower column density, diffuse Si III (See Sections 3.3.3
nd 3.4 for further discussion). Smaller stellar mass and R 200 values
or MW–M31 in case of 37–11 (in comparison to the other two
imulations) could be one possible reason for such a heterogeneity
cross the Si III distributions. 

.1.1 Satellite galaxies in the LG 

he satellite galaxies in the simulations have been marked with a
alaxy number in each panel, and their properties are summarized in
he catalogue tables in Appendix B . We include those galaxies which
ave M gas > 0 (as identified by the SUBFIND halo finder) and are within
00 kpc of the LG centre. The 800 kpc cutoff is slightly larger in
omparison to the 700 kpc cutoff, used when generating the skymaps;
e have chosen this slightly larger cutoff for the satellite galaxy

atalogue to ensure that all galaxies contributing to the skymaps are
ncluded. Belo w, we sho w that all dense H I blobs are associated with
 galaxy from our catalogues, so a 800 kpc cutoff sufficiently selects
ll the galaxies contributing to the skymaps. 

The satellite galaxies are generally more prominent in H I and
i III in comparison to the higher ions. Galaxy 12 from the 37–11
imulation does, ho we ver, re veal significant amounts of O VI , O VII ,
nd O VIII . This satellite has a stellar mass of M ∗ = 3.2 × 10 9 M �,
hich is comparable to the LMC galaxy in the real LG (it has M ∗ =
 × 10 9 M � following D’Onghia & Fox 2016 ). Recently, it has been
uggested that the LMC galaxy may have a warm–hot coronal halo
Wakker et al. 1998 ; Lucchini et al. 2020 ), which is responsible for
he presence and spatial extent of the Magellanic Stream. 

Adams, Giovanelli & Haynes ( 2013 ) presents a study of 59 ultra
ompact high-velocity clouds (UCHVCs) from the ALF ALF A H I

urv e y while Giovanelli et al. ( 2013 ) reports the discovery of a low-
ass halo in the form of a UCHVC. From both these studies, a

ommon conclusion emerges: low-mass gas-rich haloes (detected in
he form of Compact HVCs/UCHVCs), lurking on the fringes of
he CGMs of massive galaxies in our Local Volume (MW–M31, for
xample), are more likely to be disco v ered through their baryonic
ontent (traceable primarily via H I ). Other observational papers (de
eij, Braun & Burton 2002 ; Putman et al. 2002 ; Sternberg, McKee &
olfire 2002 ; Maloney & Putman 2003 ; Westmeier, Braun & Thilker

005b ; Westmeier, Br ̈uns & Kerp 2005a ), based on objects detected
round MW and M31, also support this hypothesis. We find similar
 I column densities ( ∼10 19 cm 

−2 ) at R proj � R 200 ( � 200 kpc), as
eported in the abo v e observations. One can also very clearly notice
he presence of such small haloes in our skymaps. Hence, we can
afely conclude that our results also support the existence of low-
ass haloes at circumgalactic distances. 

.1.2 Ram pr essur e stripping in the LG 

any of the satellite systems show disturbed H I and Si III gas distri-
utions (see the satellite galaxies with galaxy numbers 4 and 13 for
imulation 09–18; 2, 5, and 7 for simulation 17–11; 2 for simulation
7–11) to varying degrees. The satellite galaxies’ proximity to either
f MW or M31 certainly plays a pivotal role (as do their own
inematic motions through their surroundings) in producing ram
ressure stripping in their ISMs as well as generating asymmetries
n their respective CGMs (Simpson et al. 2018 ; Hausammann, Re v az
 Jablonka 2019 ). The ions tracing the warmer gas appear to be less

ensitive to such disturbances. 
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Figure 1. Skymaps showing the gas column densities in our three LG realizations. The maps are generated from an observer located in the LG centre, so we 
can see the predictions for both MW and M31 simultaneously. H I and Si III trace cold-dense gas in and around the ISM, whereas O VI , O VII , and O VIII trace 
gradually more hot-diffuse halo gas. Colour-bars show the log column densities, N , for each ion ( N in units of cm 

−2 ). Dashed lines indicate R 200 of MW and 
M31. Small numbers indicate the location of galaxies other than M31 and MW. All dense H I absorbers with N H I > 10 20 cm 

−2 are associated with a galaxy. 
The distributions of the oxygen ions tracing warmer gas reveal a less clumpy and more spherical distribution around the massive galaxies. 
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In the context of galaxy clusters, ram-pressure stripping of the 
SM gas is an important process in quenching galaxies (Gunn & 

ott 1972 ; Abadi, Moore & Bower 1999 ). Jellyfish galaxies are
xamples of galaxies experiencing such stripping, where the ram- 
ressure from intracluster gas strips and disturbs the ISM of star-
orming galaxies (Poggianti et al. 2017 ; Cramer et al. 2019 ). Such
alaxies have long extended tails, which are stabilized by radiative 
ooling and a magnetic field (M ̈uller et al. 2020 ). Given the many
isturbed galaxies with extended tails in our simulations, we argue 
hat observations of such galaxies may provide insights into the 
ame processes, which are usually studied in jellyfish galaxies in 
alaxy clusters. It would specifically be interesting, if such examples 
f jellyfish galaxies in the LG could be used to provide insights
nto the growth of dense gas in the galaxy tails. The growth of
ense gas in such a multiphase medium has recently been intensively 
tudied in hydrodynamical simulations of a cold cloud interacting 
ith a hot wind (Gronke & Oh 2018 ; Li, Bryan & Quataert 2019 ;
parre, Pfrommer & Ehlert 2020 ; Kanjilal, Dutta & Sharma 2021 ;
bruzzo, Bryan & Fielding 2022 ). We further discuss the possibility
f constraining gas flows in the tails of LG satellites in Section 4 . 
.2 Cartesian projections 

he inescapable nature of skymap projections often teases one into 
 likely misinterpretation of the angular extent spanned by objects 
ithin them. This misinterpretation, ho we v er, is circumv ented by
artesian projection plots. An example for this is the case of satellite
alaxy number 7 in the 17–11 realization. Its distance to the LG
id-point is only 114 kpc (see Table B2 in Appendix B ), which is
uch smaller in comparison to M31 (338 kpc). In the H I skymap,

his galaxy appears much larger in comparison to the Cartesian 
rojection, which we present in Fig. 2 . This galaxy, hence, appears
o be visually dominant in the Mollweide projection map simply 
ecause of its proximity to the LG centre, and its location on the
kymap, where it appears to be in the direction of the M31 analogue.
hus, this example demonstrates that it is much harder to distinguish
alaxies in the skymap in comparison to a Cartesian projection, which
hould be kept in mind when it comes to the visual interpretation of
he skymaps. 

In our analysis, all large and dense H I blobs with N H I > 10 20 cm 

−2 

re associated with a galaxy from our galaxy catalogue. There is a
MNRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
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M

Figure 2. H I column density projection maps for each realization. The colour-bar denotes the range of log H I column densities ( N in units of cm 

−2 ). The 
dashed circles indicate R 200 of M31 and MW. Note that the actual spatial extent spanned by galaxy number 7 in the 17–11 realization is far smaller as compared 
to its projected spatial extent in the corresponding skymap (Fig. 1 ; see also Section 3.2 ). 
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inor blob at x < −600 kpc in the 37–11 H I projection map (Fig. 2 ),
hich is not included in the catalogue, because its distance to the
G centre is larger than our cutoff value of 800 kpc – hence, it is not
resent in the skymaps, but only visible in the Cartesian projection. 
We also see that the satellite galaxies, which we described in

ection 3.1 as having disturbed gas distributions according to the
kymaps, also look disturbed in Fig. 2 . Indeed, the deformed nature
eems even more pronounced in the Cartesian projection. 

.3 Power spectra 

n the previous subsections, we have clearly seen that the low ions
argely follow a clumpy distribution, while the high ions follow a

uch smoother profile. One way to neatly quantify such distribution
atterns is by creating power spectra for each ion and capture
he scales o v er which the corresponding ion e xhibits most of its 
ower. 

.3.1 Formalism 

he spatial scales contributing to a skymap can be quantified by
 power spectrum. First, the column density of a given ion is
ecomposed into spherical harmonics as 

 ion ( r r r ) = 

∑ 

lm 

a lm 

Y 

m 

l ( r r r ) , (3) 

here r r r is a pixels unit vector, l is the multipole number, and a lm is the
oefficient describing the contribution by the mode corresponding
o a spherical harmonics base function ( Y 

m 

l ). The angular power
pectrum is then defined as, 

 l = 

1 

2 l + 1 

∑ 

m 

| a lm 

| 2 . (4) 

e use the HEALPY function anafast to compute C l for each of
he column density skymaps. We have subtracted the monopole and
ipole moments, and we constrain the power spectrum to l ≤ 2 N side 

 80, because contributions at higher l may be dominated by noise
following the HEALPIX documentation for the anafast function). 

In Fig. 3 , we show the power spectra for the different ions. We
ho w the po wer relati ve to l = 2, which makes the l -dependence
or the different ions easy to compare. We have scaled the C l by a
NRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
actor of l ( l + 1), so the plot shows the total power contributed by
ach multipole. The angular scale corresponding to each multipole
umber is estimated as 180 ◦/ l . 

.3.2 Contributions from odd and even modes 

e start by characterizing the 09–18 simulation. The modes with
 ven l -v alues are systematically larger in comparison to the modes
ith odd l -values. This zigza g ging could easily be misinterpreted

s an effect of noise, but we remark that it has a physical origin
aused by the MW and M31 having a similar angular extent, a
imilar column density and being located in opposite directions
as seen from the sk ymap-observ er’s position). These two galaxies,
ence, contribute with an approximate reflection-symmetric signal.
ue to the identity, Y 

m 

l ( −r r r ) = ( −1) l Y 

m 

l ( r r r ), only the modes with
ven l contribute to a reflection-symmetric map, so this explains the
omination of even modes. 
A domination of even modes is especially visible for l � 10 for

ll ions in all three simulations. For 09–18 the domination is also
resent for higher l for all ions, but for 17–11, the signal vanishes at
 � 10 for O VI and O VII . 

.3.3 The angular coherence scale 

rom the behaviour of the power spectra for 09–18, we see that the
 I sk ymaps hav e more structure on small scales of � 5 ◦ (relative to
 larger scale of l = 2) in comparison to the other ions. The amount
f power on this angular scale ( � 5 

◦
) is indeed gradually decreasing

rom H I , Si III , O VI , O VII to O VIII (with the only exception being
 VIII in 37–11, which shows higher power on this scale than O VI and
 VII ). This is completely consistent with the picture that we get from
isually examining the different skymaps in Fig. 1 , where the ions
racing the coldest gas also seem to have the clumpiest distribution
n small angular scales. 
The behaviour of the power spectra for 17–11 and 37–11 are

roadly consistent with this picture. H I has more power at smaller
cales ( l � 20) across all simulations in comparison to the other
our ions. For 37–11, O VIII shows more power on small scales in
omparison to O VI and O VII , which is most likely an effect of the
 VIII ion being influenced by outflows (this ion, for e xample, rev eals
 bi-conical outflow for MW for 37–11 in Fig. 1 ). 
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Figure 3. We show power spectra generated based on the ion skymaps (Fig. 1 ). The power spectra are normalized to the l = 2 value. The ions tracing the 
coldest gas (H I and Si III ) have more power on small angular scales ( � 10 

◦
) in comparison to the high ions O VI , O VII , and O VIII . This fits well with the visual 

impression from the skymaps in Fig. 1 . The power spectra reveal a preference for modes with e ven l -v alues. This is because the skymaps have a contribution 
from a reflective component, with MW and M31 being in opposite directions (as seen from the frame-of-reference of the skymap’s observer). 
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For 37–11, the H I spectrum reveals the most power on small
ngular scales – this fits well with our scenario that H I gas is clumpy
n small scales. For the warmer ions such as O VII the power is a
ecreasing function of l (if we ignore the fluctuations caused by even
odes having more power in comparison to odd modes), implying 

hat fluctuations on large angular scales are dominating. Similar 
rends are found in the other simulations. 

Intriguingly, the Si III power spectra for 09–18 and 17–11 show 

n increasing trend at small scales ( � 10 
◦
), while 37–11 Si III power

pectra shows a decreasing trend at similar scales. This pattern is,
ndeed, coherent with our observations regarding the Si III skymaps 
see Section 3.1 ). We discuss this aspect a bit further in Section 3.4 ,
here we introduce the column density distributions. 

.4 Column density profiles 

adial column density profiles are often used as an observational 
robe of the spatial distribution of the CGM in galaxies. In Fig. 4 , we
how the M31 radial profiles for our ensemble of ions with a particular
ocus on the median and 16–84th percentile of the distributions. The 
ackground points show all our sightlines. 

.4.1 Overall trends 

s expected, the median column density is a declining function of
adius for all ions in all simulations. The scatter is, ho we ver, behaving
ifferently. Ions tracing the warm–hot gas (O VI , O VII , and O VIII )
ave a much lower scatter in comparison to the ions characteristic 
f dense–cold gas (H I and Si III ). The profiles of the former ions are
ell behaved and the column density profiles can be well described 
s a monotonic decreasing function of projected distance (this feature 
s well documented for O VI ; Werk et al. 2013 ; Liang, Kravtsov &
gertz 2018 ) with a scatter of 0.1–0.2 dex. On the other hand, H I

nd Si III reveal extreme outliers. In simulation 17–11 galaxies 4, 
1, and 21 (see Fig. 1 ), for example, contribute with high H I column
ensities ( � 10 20 cm 

−2 ) at a projected radius of R proj = 1.5 ± 0.5 R 200 .
his shows that the H I column density is clumpy and influenced by
atellite galaxies. 

Similarly, Si III show multiple clumps, but their correlation scales 
eem slightly larger in comparison to H I , which is consistent with
ur power spectrum analysis. Despite the clumpy nature of Si III ,
e still find the mean of the projected column density profile to be
ecreasing (as, for example, is also seen in the observed sample of
alaxies from Liang & Chen 2014 ). 

These trends are also applicable to the projected column density 
rofiles of the MW, which we show in the Appendix Fig. C1 . H I

s again influenced by individual satellite galaxies, and there is 
enerally an increased scatter for ions tracing low-temperature gas 
n comparison to the high ions. 

.4.2 Origins of the clumpy CGM at large radii 

he presence of H I sightlines mimicking Lyman limit-like column 
ensities ( ∼10 17 cm 

−2 ) in Fig. 4 as well as Si III sightlines lying
bo v e � 10 12 cm 

−2 , out to R 200 in our simulations, indicate that
he cool-clumpy CGM extends to large distances up to virial radii.
n fact, using VLT/UVES and HST /STIS data, Richter, Sembach &
owk ( 2003 ) as well as Richter et al. ( 2009 ) have identified such a
opulation of Lyman-limit like optical and UV absorption systems in 
he Milky Way halo at high radial velocities, most likely representing
he observational counterpart of CGM clumps far away from the disc.
t is then worthwhile to contemplate about the physical origins of this
lumpy CGM gas. A comparison with corresponding H I data from
iang & Chen ( 2014 ; henceforth, LC2014) reveals that the cool
lumpy CGM (log N (H I ) > 10 16 cm 

−2 ) has a similar spatial extent
 > 2–3 R proj / R 200 ) as seen in our data. 

It is important to note that most of this clumpy CGM gas is
ot associated with the ISM of the satellite galaxies because those
e gions hav e f ar greater densities (a f actor of ∼4–5 times higher) than
hat being discussed here. Ho we ver, ram pressure stripping from the

otions of many of the satellite galaxies within the R 200 of MW–
31 can deposit such intermediate-column density cool gas at these 

istances. We elaborate on ram pressure stripping and its effects on
he CGM of LG in Section 4.2 . 

Gas accretion mechanisms on to the host galaxy, in itself could be a
otential source for cool, slightly underdense gas clumps manifesting 
s cold CGM at large distances. 

Galactic fountain flows have long been hypothesized as a possible 
eans to efficiently circulate gas, metals, and angular momentum 

etween the ISM and the CGM (Fraternali et al. 2013 ; Fraternali
MNRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Top-Bottom : 2D log radial column density profiles for M31 for H I , Si III , O VI , O VII, and O VIII . Thick red curve signifies median values, while the 
red shaded region denotes 16–84th percentile values. The background points depict the ion column density contributions arising from the remaining gas cells. A 

distinct blob of high column density H I absorbers, which can be seen at a distance of ∼1.5 R proj / R 200 in the H I profile for 17–11, can be correlated with satellite 
galaxies numbered 4 and 11 in the corresponding skymap (H I skymap for 17–11 in Fig. 1 ). 
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2 This is, of course, keeping in mind the uncertainties associated with the ion 
column densities in the innermost regions of the galaxies in our simulations, 
i.e. regions where the ISM is dominant. 
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017 ). Thermal instabilities arising from cold gas parcels from the 
SM re gions mo ving outward rapidly through the warm ambient 
GM regions can result in the growth of intermediately dense cool 
as. Ho we ver, it is not immediately clear which of the above three
rocesses could be the most dominant. While carrying out an elab- 
rate tracer particle analysis or delving deeper into the ram pressure
tripping processes could provide better clarity about the root cause 
f this distant cold CGM, it is beyond the scope of this paper. 

.4.3 The bi-modal distribution of Si III 

nterestingly, Si III column density distributions show a strong bi- 
odality, with a higher sequence of sightlines clustered around ∼10 14 

m 

−2 and another lower sequence clustered around ∼10 8 cm 

−2 . This
imodality is expected due to the bi-conical outflows, which we 
dentified in Fig. 1 . This bimodal feature is indeed most pre v alent
or M31 in 09–18 and 17–11, where the bi-conical outflows were 
ost visible. Ho we ver, it is practically highly unlikely to detect the

ower sequence of Si III column densities in near future; hence, this
i-modal feature will not show up in the Si III observational data sets.

.5 Comparison with obser v ations 

hile the previous subsections primarily dealt with the theoretical 
nterpretations of our results from the power spectra and column 
ensity profiles, this subsection is dedicated to analysing how 

ell these results match with data from observations and other 
imulations. We base our comparison on three different observational 
ata sets: 

(i) M31 obser v ations from the Project AMIGA (Absorption 
aps in the Gas of Andromeda; Lehner et al. 2020 ). Project AMIGA

s a UV HST program studying the CGM of M31 by using 43 quasar
ightlines, piercing through its CGM at different impact parameters 
 R proj = 25 to 569 kpc). Such a large number of sightlines for the
ndromeda galaxy enables a constraining quantitative comparison 

o the corresponding mock data from our simulations. 
(ii) Absorption-line measurements of Si III from LC2014 . They 

resent a study of low and intermediate ions in the CGMs of a sample
f 195 galaxies in the lo w-redshift regime. Ho we ver, 50 per cent of
he LC2014 sample consists of dwarf galaxies. To enable a fair
omparison, we select only galaxies in a comparable mass range to 
ur M31 simulations. We specifically only include their galaxies with 
0 10.6 M � ≤ M ∗ ≤ 10 11.1 M �. In our context, the data pertaining to
i III (1206 Å) ion is rele v ant. Since this is an absorption-line study,

hey measure all ion abundances in terms of equi v alent width (EW).
n order to translate their EW measurements into column density 
alues, we plot a corresponding curve of growth for different ‘ b ’
arameters. From the curve of growth it is clear that for log N (Si III )
 12.0 and log N (Si III ) > 18.0, translating EW into column densities

s straightforward. Ho we ver, in the 12.0 < log N (Si III ) < 18.0 regime,
 -parameter de generac y sets in and a single EW measurement can
esult in different values for column densities depending on the b -
arameter adopted. For this reason we exclude the sightlines from 

C2014 at distances d / R 200 < 1 (where this de generac y is present). 
(iii) O VI ion measurements from Johnson et al. ( 2015 ; hence-

orth J2015) . They present a study of distribution of heavy elements
f sighlines passing galaxies with different impact parameters. Like 
C2014, the eCGM galaxy sample in J2015 also comprises of 
alaxies spanning a range of stellar masses (log M ∗/M � = 8.4–
1.5), so we again apply a mass cut of 10 10.6 M � ≤ M ∗ ≤ 10 11.1 M �
nd we also only include late-type galaxies. 
n Fig. 5 we compare the projected Si III and O VI profiles for M31
rom HESTIA to these observational data sets, and we also show
he EAGLE simulations (Oppenheimer et al. 2017 ) and the FIRE-2
imulations (Ji et al. 2020 ). We discuss the comparison to the other
imulations in Section 3.6 . 

.5.1 Comparing HESTIA to Si III observations 

t low impact parameters, R proj � R 200 , the observed range of Si III
olumn densities in AMIGA and our simulations are consistent. 2 

or sightlines probing R proj � 1.5 R 200 , our simulations underpredict
he observed column densities. Some of the shown observational 
ata points are upper limits, implying that the observations leave the
ossibility for individual sightlines with column densities as low as 
urs, but the simulations generally fall short by at least an order of
agnitude at R proj � 1.5 R 200 . 
On the other hand, HESTIA is perfectly consistent with the upper

imits from LC2014. Indeed, there are tensions between the high 
i III column densities reported by Project AMIGA (in M31) and

he upper limits from LC2014. A possible reason for this could
e contamination of gas from the MW halo or LG environment
or the M31 observations. We will further assess this hypothesis in
ection 4.1 . 

.5.2 Comparing HESTIA to O VI observations 

hen comparing the O VI column density in AMIGA and HESTIA we
gain see larger values in the former. At the same time, HESTIA reveals
arger column densities in comparison to the J2015 observations of 
alaxies from the low-redshift Universe. 

The offset between the observed J2015 and AMIGA might again 
e caused by contamination of MW absorption in the latter data set,
r an alternative possibility for the offset is that one data set is the
ean of a sample of low-redshift galaxies and the other only takes

nto account a single galaxy’s profile (M31). 

.5.3 The normalization of the metallicity profile in HESTIA 

n Appendix A we show that the gas metallicity in the disc of
he HESTIA galaxies is up to a factor of 3 higher in comparison to
bservations. The na ̈ıv e e xpectation is that the CGM gas metallicity is
oo high by a similar factor, and this would cause the HESTIA column
ensity profiles in Fig. 5 to be o v erestimated by up to 0.5 dex. If we
cale the HESTIA M31 Si III and O VI column density profiles down
y 0.5 dex, the agreement with LC14 and J2015 impro v es, whereas
he tension between the AMIGA observations and HESTIA becomes 
tronger. This supports our conclusion that HESTIA is well consistent 
ith these observations of low-redshift galaxies. 

.6 Comparison with other simulations 

ig. 5 also shows the profiles for Si III and O VI for EAGLE-
ased (Oppenheimer et al. 2017 ) and FIRE-2 (Ji et al. 2020 ) based
imulation data sets. For the comparison with EAGLE, we use the
i III and O VI profiles from their L � subsample, which has log M 200 

 11.7–12.3 M �. It contains 10 haloes hosting star-forming galaxies.
hese are zoom simulations with non-equilibrium cooling. The 
MNRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
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Figure 5. The top (bottom) panel shows the Si III (O VI ) radial column density profiles for our three realizations for M31. The thick red curve denotes the median 
values while the red shaded region denotes the 16–84th percentiles for our realizations. Circles refer to the detections while the downward and upward triangles, 
respectively, denote the upper and lower limits in the Project AMIGA surv e y (Lehner et al. 2020 ). The blue dashed line denotes the data from EAGLE simulations 
(Oppenheimer et al. 2017 ), while the green dash–dotted line denotes the data from FIRE-2 simulations (Ji et al. 2020 ). Downward orange triangles in the upper 
panel are Si III upper limits from the Liang & Chen ( 2014 ), while the yellow filled circles and downward triangles in the lower panel are O VI measurements from 

Johnson et al. ( 2015 ). The Si III profile from HESTIA is consistent with the LC14 upper limits, but there is an inconsistency between these and the Project AMIGA 

observations. Similarly, the J2015 and Project AMIGA observations of O VI are inconsistent, and HESTIA is only in reasonable agreement with J2015. In Fig. 6 
we discuss that a likely explanation for the offset between HESTIA and the AMIGA observations is contamination of gas from the MW to the AMIGA data set. 
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orresponding average R 200 for this subsample is � 195 kpc (see
g. 2 in Oppenheimer et al. 2016 ). This data set is at z = 0.2, since

he authors compare it with the COS-Halos data which co v ers the
ame redshift. For the FIRE-2 simulation comparison we compare
o the m12i halo (log M 200 � 12 M � at z = 0) using the FIRE-2
odel with cosmic ray feedback (their simulation data is taken from
g. 17 in Lehner et al. 2020 ). Further details about the simulations
nd CGM modelling in FIRE2 simulations can be found in Ji et al.
 2020 ). 

The HESTIA simulations show many similar trends to EAGLE and
IRE-2 and they, furthermore, all underpredict the AMIGA column
ensities of Si III and O VI at R proj � 1.0 R 200 . On the other hand, all
he simulations are broadly consistent with the observational data
ets we have compiled based on LC2014 and J2015. 

.7 Conv er gence test 

n Appendix D we compare the high-resolution HESTIA simulations
nalysed in Fig. 5 with intermediate-resolution simulations having
n eight times larger dark matter particle mass. This convergence test
oes not challenge our derived column density profile. 
Using the same simulation code and galaxy formation model as

n our paper, van de Voort et al. ( 2019 ) showed that increasing the
patial resolution significantly boosts the H I column density in the
NRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
GM. Idealized simulations furthermore reveal the possibility of
as to fragment to the cooling scales (McCourt et al. 2018 ; Sparre,
frommer & Vogelsberger 2019 ), which for dense gas is significantly
elow our resolution limit. Exploring the resolution requirement
n the CGM of cosmological simulations is, ho we ver, still a field
f ongoing research, so it is still a possibility that the idealized
imulations o v erestimate the needed spatial resolution. 

We note that Si III and O VI trace warmer gas in comparison to H I ,
o these ions are expected to be less affected by resolution issues than
 I . Even though our convergence test does not reveal any signs of a

ack of convergence, it is still a possibility that our column densities
re affected by a too low spatial resolution. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Biased column density profiles caused by the MW’s CGM? 

e have found that observations of low-redshift galaxies disagree
ith the observed column densities of the M31 by the Project
MIGA. A possible explanation for this finding could be obser-
ational biases, for example, caused by gas clouds in the CGM of
he MW contributing to the projected column density profile of M31.
uch a bias does not play a role in our previous skymap analysis,
ecause the skymaps are created by an observer in the geometric

art/stac663_f5.eps
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Figure 6. We demonstrate how the gas in the MW’s CGM may influence the observationally derived median column density profiles around M31. We have 
generated skymaps centred on the MW (instead of the LG, as done in previous figures), where we remo v e gas lying within a radial cutoff ranging from 10 to 
150 kpc from MW (solid lines). For the dashed lines we additionally constrain gas to be within 100 km s −1 of the M31. As in Fig. 5 , the data points from Project 
AMIGA surv e y (filled grey markers), LC2014 (orange downward markers), and J2015 (filled yellow markers) have been o v erplotted. Ev en when only including 
gas within 100 km s −1 of M31, the Si III profile of 09–18 and 37–11 is increased to � 10 15 cm 

−2 by clouds within 10–120 kpc from the MW centre. For 17–11, 
a velocity selection of gas very well removes gas within 150 kpc of the MW. For O VI , the contamination from the MW’s CGM is also significantly changing 
the profiles in 09–18 – here gas residing within 150 kpc of the MW may boost the column density by 1.0 dex. 
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3 Ho we ver, we do note here that both LC2014 and J2015 are a representative 
sample as opposed to the Project AMIGA observations, which pertain to a 
single galaxy. 
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entre of the LG, and hence, the MW’s CGM does not contribute to
he sightlines towards M31. 

We now turn to addressing the role of such a bias in the three
ealizations of the HESTIA simulations. We re-analyse our simulations 
ith an observer located in the MW centre, and create skymaps of

he different ions as before. In order to incorporate the larger distance
rom the MW to M31 (as opposed to the smaller distance from the
G centre to M31 in earlier analysis), we use longer sightlines (each
400 kpc in length). To ensure grid-size uniformity with respect to the
arlier analysis, we increase the number of gridpoints from 50 000 to
00 000. To determine the role of the MW’s CGM, we create skymaps 
xcluding gas within 10, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 kpc of the MW’s
entre. The corresponding projected radial column density profiles 
re seen as solid lines in Fig. 6 . The three different realizations show
 significant amount of Si III and O VI residing in the MW’s CGM at
 distance of 10–120 kpc from the MW’s centre. 

Observationally, a hint of the gas clouds’ spatial origin can be 
btained by looking at its line-of-sight velocity. In Fig. 6 we also
onstruct profiles, where we exclude gas clouds with a line-of- 
ight difference ( | �v| ) exceeding 100 km s −1 from M31’s velocity
see dashed lines in Fig. 6 ). From our different realizations we see
 different behaviour. For 09–18 and 37–11, the column density 
rofiles of Si III and O VI increase up to 10 15 cm 

−2 and by 1.0 dex,
espectively (this is the difference between dashed lines indicating 
 cutoff of 10 kpc and 120 kpc in Fig. 6 ), caused by gas residing
etween 10 and 120 kpc of the MW’s CGM. For 17–11, the situation
s less extreme, and the inferred column density profile of M31
s unaffected by the MW, when a velocity cut in the line-of-sight
elocity is applied. 

This analysis shows that the MW’s CGM can substantially bias the
nferred projected column densities of M31. For Si III , the potential
ias is stronger in comparison to O VI . For O VI in 17–11, a velocity
ut alone is successful in completely removing MW contributions. As 
een from the lower middle panel in Fig. 6 , this still gives us a small
iscrepanc y ( ∼0.5 de x) with AMIGA observations. This means that
ur 17–11 analogues inherently do not produce enough O VI to com-
letely match the AMIGA observational trends. However, the oppo- 
ite is true for the other two simulations where we clearly see our re-
ults matching fairly well with the AMIGA observations, when we in- 
lude the contribution of gas from the MW halo. Overall, we infer that
he biases estimated by our MW centred skymaps provide a likely ex-
lanation for the differences between the HESTIA simulations and the 
MIGA observations (seen in Fig. 5 ). At the same time, it also pro-
ides a likely explanation for the differences between the low-redshift 
alaxy samples (LC2014 and J2015) and the Project AMIGA. 3 
MNRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
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In reality, contamination of the gas from the Magellanic Stream
MS) to the M31 CGM observations is also a possibility. The MS
asses just outside of the virial radius ( R vir = 300 kpc) of M31 (see
g. 1 in Lehner et al. 2020 ). For the purpose of ascertaining the level
f MS contamination, Lehner et al. ( 2020 ) use Si III as their choice
f ion (mainly because it is most sensitive to detect both weak as
ell as strong absorption). Ho we v er, the y do not remo v e entire

ightlines merely on the suspicion of possible MS contamination.
nstead, they analyse individual components and find that 28 out
f 74 (38 per cent) Si III components are within the MS boundary
egion (and having Si III column density values larger than 10 13 

m 

−2 ). These are not included in the sample from then on. For the
emaining non-MS contaminated components, they find a trend of
igher Si III column density at re gions a way ( b MS > 15 

◦
) from the

S main axis ( b MS = 0 
◦
). This shows that the MS contamination is

egligible for these components. 
Ho we v er, the y do find a fraction (4/22) of dwarf galaxies out of

heir M31 dwarf galaxies sample falling in the MS contaminated
egion. This means that while they do take utmost care to a v oid any

S contamination in their results, there could still be some residual
ontributions (especially in the cold gas observations of M31’s CGM)
rom the MW CGM. These could manifest in the form of slightly
nhanced column densities in observations at re gions be yond M31’s
irial radius. 

.2 Gas stripping in the Local Group 

 characteristic that appears across all our realizations is the distorted
ature of the CGMs of many satellite galaxies. High-velocity infall
otions of dwarf galaxies through complex gravitational potential
elds, typical in galaxy groups and clusters results in the dwarf galaxy
GM becoming structurally disturbed. In some extreme cases this
an also result in trailing stripped gas tails (Smith et al. 2010 ; Owers
t al. 2012 ; Salem et al. 2015 ; McPartland et al. 2016 ; Poggianti et al.
017 ; Tonnesen & Bryan 2021 ). While a few very clear examples of
uch galaxies have been described in detail in Section 3.1 , there are
ertainly many more. 

The role of stripped gas from the CGMs of satellite galaxies
owards augmenting the pre-existing gas reserves of the host galaxy
nd thereby influencing the CGM of the host galaxy is rather well
nown from the observations of the MS, which emanates from the
nteraction of the small and large magellanic clouds on their approach
owards the MW (e.g. Fox et al. 2014 ; Richter et al. 2017 ). Ho we ver, a
carcity of deep observations means that very little is known about the
art played by the diffuse gas from other satellite galaxies in our LG.
ew studies pertaining to such observations reveal low neutral gas
bundances around dwarf galaxies, though they might still harbour
izeable reserves of ionized gas (Westmeier et al. 2015 ; Emerick
t al. 2016 ; Fillingham et al. 2016 ; Simpson et al. 2018 ). 

By carefully analysing the gas flow kinematics across time-frames
or these dwarf galaxies within HESTIA , it will be possible, in future
tudies, to obtain not just their mock proper and bulk gas motions,
ut also various parameters regarding their stripped gas such as its
patial extent, cross-section, and physical state. The Gaia DR2 proper
otions of MW and LG satellites (P a wlowski & Kroupa 2020 ), along
ith corresponding comprehensive UV, optical and X-ray data sets

rom HST -COS, UVES, Keck and Chandra, can then provide us with
lues regarding which HESTIA realizations are most likely to produce
hese real observations. Furthermore, implementing similar sightline
nalysis, done in this paper for MW–M31, for multiple satellite
ystems o v er a range of their respectiv e impact parameters, can yield
 xtensiv e mock data sets that could then pro v e useful in the w ak e of
uture surv e ys that will be sensitiv e to ev en lower column density gas.
NRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
.3 Physical modelling of the CGM 

n recent years, our understanding of the CGM has dramatically
mpro v ed, and it is encouraging that our simulations are broadly
onsistent with observations. This is despite of our relatively simple
hysics model. 
Theoretical work has for example suggested that parsec-scale

esolution, which is so far unattainable in cosmological simulations
ike HESTIA , may be necessary to resolve the cold gas in galaxies
McCourt et al. 2018 ; Hummels et al. 2019 ; Sparre et al. 2019 ;
an de Voort et al. 2019 , – we note, ho we ver, that these results are
o far only suggestive and the need for parsec-scale resolution has
o far not been demonstrated, yet this could be a potential reason
or the offset). Results from van de Voort et al. ( 2019 ) pro v ed that
1 kpc resolution in the CGM boosts small-scale cold gas structure

s well as co v ering fractions of Lyman limit systems; this might
lso hold true for slightly less dense but slightly more ionized cool
as. McCourt et al. ( 2018 ) proposed a cascaded shattering process
ia which a large cloud experiencing thermal instability can cool a
ouple of orders of magnitude (from T ∼ 10 6 K to ∼10 4 K), mainly
s a result of continued fragmentation within the larger cloud. They
ompute the characteristic length-scale, associated with shattering,
o be ∼1–100 pc. Multiple observations also show that cool gas is
ndeed present in form of small clouds out to ∼R vir in galaxy haloes
Prochaska & Hennawi 2008 ; Stocke et al. 2013 ; Hennawi et al. 2015 ;
au, Prochaska & Hennawi 2016 ). Using Cloudy ionization models,
ichter et al. ( 2009 ) have determined the characteristic sizes of the
artly neutral CGM clumps in the MW halo based on their HST /STIS
bsorption surv e y, leading to typical scale lengths in the range 0.03 to
30 pc (see tables 4 and 5 in Richter et al. 2009 ). From their absorber
tatistics, these authors estimated that the haloes of MW-type galaxies
ontain millions to billions of such small-scale gas clumps and argue
hat these structures may represent transient features in a highly
ynamical CGM. Thus, it is clear that the length-scales involved in
hese processes are still at least an order of magnitude below what is
urrently achie v able in the highest resolution zoom-in simulations. It
s also worth mentioning that Fielding & Bryan ( 2022 ) have recently
ntroduced a no v el framework modelling multiphase winds, which
ay be rele v ant for future cosmological simulations of the CGM. 
Lehner et al. ( 2020 ) discusses feedback processes, which may also

f fect ho w gas and metals are transported to large radii. The role of
osmic ray feedback in influencing the CGM has recently gained
nterest from multiple research groups (Salem, Bryan & Hummels
014 ; Salem, Bryan & Corlies 2016 ; Buck et al. 2020 ; Hopkins et al.
020 ; Ji et al. 2020 ), and it has been shown to significantly alter
as flows in the CGM of simulations. CR-driven winds from the
MC (Bustard et al. 2020 ) as well as those from the resolved ISM

Simpson et al. 2016 ; Farber et al. 2018 ; Girichidis et al. 2018 ) have
een shown to change both the outer and inner CGM properties,
espectively . Similarly , magnetic fields have been shown to influence
he physical properties of the CGMs of simulated galaxies, thereby

odifying the metal-mixing in the CGM (van de Voort et al. 2021 ). 
Despite of HESTIA agreeing relatively well with the observations,

e note that there are still some important challenges for future
alaxy formation models in terms of understanding physical pro-
esses in the CGM. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have analysed the gas, spanning a range of temperatures and
ensities, around the MW–M31 analogues at z = 0 in a set of three
ESTIA simulations. These LG simulations use the quasi-Lagrangian,
oving mesh AREPO code, along with the comprehensive Auriga
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alaxy formation model. We have set our frame of reference to the
G geometrical centre and generated ion maps for a set of five ions,
 I , Si III , O VI , O VII , and O VIII . Some important conclusions have

merged from our study: 

(i) We have created mock skymaps of the gas distribution in the 
G. All dense gas blobs with N H I > 10 20 cm 

−2 are associated
ith a galaxy; either a satellite galaxy or MW/M31 themselves. 
he skymaps of H I and Si III reveal strong imprints of satellite
alaxies, whereas the tracers of warmer gas (O VI , O VII , and O VIII )
re mainly dominated by the haloes of MW and M31. The projected
olumn density profiles of the latter ions are, indeed, well described 
y monotonic decreasing functions of the impact parameter. In 
omparison, the projected H I - and Si III -profiles have a much higher
catter caused by blobs associated with the satellite galaxies. 

(ii) A power spectrum analysis of the skymaps shows that H I ,
i III , O VI , O VII , and O VIII have a gradually higher coherence angle
n the sky – ions tracing the coldest gas are most clumpy. This con-
rms the impression we get by visually inspecting the skymaps, and 

t is also consistent with the behaviour of the column density profiles.
(iii) The visual inspection of the simulated sk ymaps rev eal multi-

le satellite galaxies with disturbed gas morphologies, especially in 
 I and Si III . These are LG analogues of jellyfish galaxies. Future

imulation analyses and observations can give a unique insight to the 
hysical processes in the ISM and CGM of these galaxies. 
(iv) For the HESTIA M31 analogues we compare the Si III and O VI

olumn density profiles to observations of M31 and low-redshift 
alaxies. The spectroscopic observations of M31 and low-redshift 
alaxies reveal remarkably different column density profiles. Using 
ur simulations, we find that the gas residing in the Milky Way may
ontaminate the sightlines towards M31, such that the M31 column 
ensities are boosted. For Si III and O VI we see this contamination
oosting the column density profiles up to as much as 10 15 cm 

−2 

nd by 1.0 de x, respectiv ely, ev en when only including gas within a
00 km s −1 of the M31 velocity. Contamination of gas from the MW,
ence, provides one of the likely explanations for the offset between 
bservations of M31 and low-redshift galaxies. 
(v) The M31 analogues from HESTIA have Si III and O VI column

ensity profiles broadly consistent with low-redshift galaxy con- 
traints. If we include a contamination from MW gas, then in 2
ut of 3 M31 realizations we can also reproduce the large column
ensities observed in the direction of M31 in Project AMIGA. 
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PPENDI X  A :  R A D I A L  G A S  META LLI CITY  

ROFILES  

e obtain the radial gas metallicity profiles in spherical shells equally 
paced in the logarithmic radius (log r ) for the HESTIA galaxies
n Fig. A1 . Overall, the gas metallicities for MW and M31 look
imilar. The HESTIA galaxies are metal-rich in the inner disc regions
3–10 times the solar metallicity inside 10 kpc), after which the
etallicity drops sharply out to the CGM regions (as low as 0.2 times

olar metallicity at 500 kpc). Beyond this point, the metallicities rise
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M

Figure A1. Radial gas metallicity profiles for the HESTIA galaxies. The profiles show two distinct regimes – metal-rich in the inner disc regions ( r < 10 kpc) 
and metal-poor in the CGM regions ( r > 30 kpc). The rise in metallicities at r > 500 kpc occurs due to the presence of the pairing galaxy at these distances. 
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Table B1 – continued 

Galaxy no. log M ∗ (M �) log M dm 

(M �) log M gas (M �) Dist. (kpc) 

6 8 .665 9 .540 8 .636 478 .16 
7 7 .854 9 .729 8 .453 328 .25 
8 8 .189 9 .098 7 .599 335 .97 
9 10 .911 12 .156 11 .078 433 .19 
10 10 .390 11 .111 10 .207 554 .78 
11 9 .220 10 .345 9 .707 658 .60 
12 8 .896 10 .254 9 .596 767 .30 
13 9 .026 9 .952 9 .503 415 .00 
14 8 .640 10 .133 9 .419 547 .98 
15 8 .718 9 .748 9 .207 525 .90 
16 8 .012 9 .907 8 .967 549 .84 
17 7 .983 9 .771 9 .025 152 .61 
18 8 .638 9 .469 8 .839 420 .42 
19 6 .909 9 .152 8 .151 572 .19 
20 7 .010 9 .237 7 .800 684 .53 
21 7 .769 9 .052 7 .444 508 .79 
22 5 .203 9 .241 5 .246 421 .25 
23 8 .181 9 .944 9 .138 387 .82 
24 7 .261 9 .910 8 .785 683 .50 
25 7 .389 9 .822 8 .931 641 .68 
26 7 .497 9 .556 8 .419 658 .64 

Table B2. Same as B1 , but for the 17–11. Galaxy no. 0 corresponds to the 
M31, while galaxy no. 1 corresponds to the MW. 

Galaxy no. log M ∗ (M �) log M dm 

(M �) log M gas (M �) Dist. (kpc) 
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gain due to the presence of the pairing galaxy at those distances. As
bserved by Conroy et al. 2019 , we also see our galaxies exhibiting
 turn-o v er from being metal-rich (at r < 10 kpc) to metal-poor (at r
 30 kpc). 
For the MW in 17–11 and M31 in 37–11 the central gas metallic-

ties reach values as high as 10 Z �. These values are clearly a factor
f 2–3 higher than for M31 observations (Sanders et al. 2012 ), and
hese also exceed our expectations for MW-like galaxies (see fig. 10
n Torrey et al. 2014 for a compilation of observations of MW-

ass galaxies). We therefore conclude that HESTIA produces a disc
etallicity, which is up to a factor of 3 higher than expected from

bservations. There are no strong observational constraints on the
W and M31 CGM metallicity, but when comparing to observations
e keep in mind the possibility that our simulations might have a
GM metallicity, which is up to a factor of 3 too high in comparison

o real galaxies . 

PPENDIX  B:  A  LISTING  O F  T H E  MOST  

E L E VA N T  PA R A M E T E R S  F O R  T H E  MOST  

ASSIVE  G A L A X I E S  IN  E AC H  REALIZATION  

n Table B1 , B2 , and B3 we show properties of the satellite galaxies
n each of the simulations. The galaxy numbers appear in Fig. 1 of the
ain paper, and we see that all the dense H I regions are associated
ith one of the galaxies listed in the tables. 
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Table B1. A list of properties for the most massive galaxies in the 09–
18 realization. Galaxy no. 0 corresponds to the M31, while galaxy no. 9 
corresponds to the MW. Remaining galaxies can be correlated with their 
respective galaxy nos. in Fig. 1 . Distance (kpc) refers to the distance of the 
corresponding galaxy from the LG centre, in kpc. 

Galaxy no. log M ∗ (M �) log M dm 

(M �) log M gas (M �) Dist. (kpc) 

0 11 .113 12 .275 11 .195 433 .19 
1 9 .184 10 .338 9 .627 494 .37 
2 8 .755 10 .164 9 .385 585 .21 
3 8 .445 10 .033 9 .258 622 .04 
4 8 .807 9 .614 8 .902 474 .55 
5 8 .973 9 .038 8 .666 420 .03 

0 11 .079 12 .310 11 .212 338 .01 
1 11 .062 12 .184 10 .919 338 .00 
2 9 .648 10 .330 9 .422 455 .76 
3 8 .985 10 .429 9 .697 259 .56 
4 8 .686 10 .282 9 .745 244 .43 
5 9 .461 10 .074 9 .414 306 .94 
6 8 .745 10 .304 9 .593 640 .84 
7 8 .977 10 .023 9 .619 114 .45 
8 9 .334 9 .702 8 .899 389 .40 
9 8 .469 9 .654 9 .248 233 .49 
10 8 .195 9 .843 9 .044 409 .12 
11 8 .029 9 .246 8 .753 240 .47 
12 7 .028 9 .620 8 .369 263 .22 
13 6 .871 9 .401 8 .495 422 .59 
14 7 .285 9 .435 8 .344 336 .52 
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Table B2 – continued 

Galaxy no. log M ∗ (M �) log M dm 

(M �) log M gas (M �) Dist. (kpc) 

15 7 .446 9 .407 8 .141 400 .67 
16 6 .860 9 .416 7 .818 499 .36 
17 7 .486 5 .304 8 .611 324 .31 
18 6 .725 5 .605 8 .539 359 .37 
19 6 .036 – 7 .750 383 .76 
20 7 .894 9 .880 8 .906 676 .74 
21 7 .563 9 .801 8 .635 696 .55 
22 7 .364 9 .631 8 .607 491 .8 
23 7 .617 9 .571 8 .240 788 .02 
24 6 .538 9 .460 8 .057 466 .96 
25 6 .772 9 .498 7 .998 678 .25 
26 5 .953 9 .460 7 .092 496 .14 

Table B3. Same as B1 , but for the 37–11. Galaxy no. 0 corresponds to the 
M31, while galaxy no. 11 corresponds to the MW. 

Galaxy no. log M ∗ (M �) log M dm 

(M �) log M gas (M �) Dist. (kpc) 

0 10 .719 11 .955 10 .871 425 .30 
1 8 .919 10 .599 9 .809 484 .08 
2 9 .299 10 .349 9 .799 584 .03 
3 8 .956 10 .209 9 .678 471 .87 
4 8 .246 10 .297 9 .315 517 .37 
5 7 .086 9 .974 8 .205 637 .63 
6 8 .380 9 .493 8 .765 475 .21 
7 7 .640 9 .530 8 .772 635 .12 
8 7 .046 9 .439 8 .489 518 .32 
9 6 .647 9 .031 7 .611 510 .55 
10 6 .593 7 .969 6 .532 519 .30 
11 10 .774 11 .954 10 .761 425 .29 
12 9 .517 10 .706 9 .876 473 .75 
13 7 .153 9 .533 8 .198 353 .56 
14 6 .882 9 .357 7 .818 317 .15 
15 6 .934 9 .267 7 .870 567 .53 
16 7 .669 8 .939 8 .092 325 .65 
17 6 .536 9 .223 6 .542 516 .28 
18 10 .040 11 .377 10 .343 645 .13 
19 8 .356 9 .781 9 .202 611 .27 
20 8 .326 9 .339 8 .767 683 .16 
21 7 .515 9 .440 8 .630 705 .46 
22 7 .133 9 .487 8 .331 504 .48 
23 9 .675 10 .895 9 .841 698 .75 
24 8 .470 10 .121 9 .270 728 .57 
25 7 .693 10 .049 8 .944 638 .65 
26 7 .411 9 .746 8 .482 230 .93 
27 7 .151 9 .581 8 .348 576 .87 
28 5 .682 9 .580 7 .388 744 .04 
29 6 .073 9 .515 6 .705 426 .66 
30 6 .534 9 .465 7 .609 731 .14 
31 6 .536 9 .204 6 .780 574 .73 
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PPENDI X  C :  C O L U M N  DENSI TY  PROFILES  

O R  T H E  MW  

n Fig. C1 we show the radial column density profile of the simulated
W for the different ions. This is complementary to the M31 column

ensity profiles in Fig. 4 . 
MNRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 
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Figure C1. Same as Fig. 4 , but for MW. A distinct blob of H I column density absorbers, which can be seen at a distance of ∼2.0 R 200 in the H I profile for 
09–18, can be correlated with the satellite galaxy numbered 17 in the corresponding skymap (H I skymap for 09–18 in Fig. 1 ). 
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PPEN D IX  D :  C O N V E R G E N C E  TEST  

e perform a convergence test, where we compare the high- 
esolution HESTIA simulations, which we presented in the main 
aper, to intermediate-resolution simulations with an eight times 
ower mass of the dark matter particles. In Fig. D1 , we test whether
he column density profiles of Si III and O VI are converged. In
imulation 09–18, the column densities at � R 200 are higher in 
igure D1. We perform a convergence test of Fig. 5 . The thick red line shows the 
ig. 5 . The blue line and contour show the median and 16–84 percentiles, respecti
esolution (dark matter particles have an eight times higher mass) in comparison to 
ndicate a lack of convergence, so our column density profiles are well converged. 

his paper has been typeset from a T E 

X/L 

A T E 

X file prepared by the author. 
he intermediate resolution simulation in comparison to the high- 
esolution simulations. For 17–11 and 37–11, we have the opposite 
rend – we see the highest column densities in the high-resolution 
imulations. The median profiles of O VI are only slightly affected
y resolution with the difference between intermediate and high 
esolution simulations being less than a factor of two. We con-
lude that, on the whole, the column density profiles are well 
onverged. 
MNRAS 512, 3717–3737 (2022) 

median of the high-resolution HESTIA simulations, which was also shown in 
vely, of intermediate resolution simulations with an eight times lower mass 
the high resolution simulations. Examination of the median profiles does not 
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